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IN THE NET • FLY TYING
On a size 12 dry fly hook. The Nano
Thread Ultra has been waxed so this
is how I tie with this thread. Four
wraps of each and the 70 denier
thread clearly builds up sooner,
thinner thread means more control
of size and shape.

MAGNUS ANGUS encounters a tough,

ultra-thin thread; a cleverly designed
storage system; and barred CdC

From the left: Uni 8/0; Nano Silk Ultra, UTC 70 denier; Danville’s
Flymaster 6/0. Uni Thread is lightly bonded polyester and seems the
most opaque thread here; Nano Silk Ultra is unbonded and comes
unwaxed, easily the thinnest and most see-through thread here; UTC
70 is lightly waxed nylon thread; Flymaster 6/0 is waxed nylon.

70 denier thread seems clumsy
as it builds thickness quickly.
When the hook size gets really
small, e.g. below #20 I am
conscious that each turn of 70
denier thread fills and fattens
the shank, so I deliberately use
very few turns of thread – with
Nano Silk Ultra I have more
control, I can make more turns
to secure material, can use a
few turns to build shape.
Knotting Nano Silk needs a
little care. This stuff is slippery,
so much so a cut end can slip
out of a hitch when the thread is
cut and tension is relaxed.
Waxing the thread before tying
off helps quite a bit. I like to wax
the thread then whip-finish at
least twice and get some head
cement on the wraps as soon as
possible when the thread is cut.
In my opinion, Nano Silk Ultra
is a special purpose thread, too
thin for the majority of my fly
tying. But then, when I come to
the finer, smaller end of my
tying range, this becomes an
exceptional thread! This is an
expensive thread, but for small,
delicate flies I am quite willing to
pay that price.
Available in a 14 colours on
50m spools and 10 colours on
200m or bulk spools. The
colours here are subtle and very
usable. Semperfli has opted for
a good spool which runs
smoothly on my bobbin holders,
and has a handy thread-lock
plugged into the side. Semperfli
recommends using ceramic
holders with Nano Silk, a
sensible suggestion as this
thread can wear metal tubes.
Price: 50m spool £3.99,
200m spool £13.99
From Semperfli stockists.

Hanging tough
Semperfli Nano
Silk Ultra 30D 18/0
A remarkable thread! Semperfli
lists this as 30 denier and 18/0
thread. Denier is a measure of
weight for a given length, 30
denier means 9,000 metres of
this weighs 30 grams. 18/0 is a
measure of relative diameter, or
thickness; it is difficult to apply
an objective thickness standard
to the types of tying threads we
use now and, in any case, the
scale of thickness varies from
brand to brand. However, I
know from experience a 18/0

thread should be significantly
thinner than any of the threads I
use commonly.
Testing that idea is fairly
simple, attach a few threads to
one hook (see main pic). From
the left: Uni 8/0; Nano Silk
Ultra, UTC 70 denier; Danville's
Flymaster 6/0.
Nano Silk Ultra is clearly the
thinnest of this group and so it
should be, Uni 8/0, UTC 70
denier and Danville's Flymaster
6/0 are all 70 denier threads.
(Note: Uni 6/0 is a 135 denier
thread.) So, 9000m of those 70
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denier threads weigh 70g, the
same length of Nano Silk Ultra
is less than half that weight.
Nano Silk 30D is the
strongest thread on that hook
by a country mile, this is a GSP
type thread, extraordinarily
tough and strong. On the spool,
Nano Silk Ultra is an unwaxed
thread, a bundle of fibres with
nothing holding them together
into a strand of thread, wrap it
on a bare hook you find this is a
fairly slippery thread. Since
there is no twist, bonding or
waxing, as you wrap this thread

fibres can ‘stray’. When you use
loose thread techniques (e.g.
during a ‘pinch and loop’) the
thread can open into a web of
fine fibres. Some of those
observations might seem like
criticisms - “... do I want it to do
that?” For my own tying, pull a
length of Nano Silk through a
piece of tying wax and those
issues are eliminated at a
stroke, two or three wraps of
waxed Nano Silk holds the
shank tight and the fibres stay
pretty well in a bundle, slacken
the thread to form a slack loop

and the waxed thread is a single
cooperative strand.
Being thin has some
downsides; in touching turns I
seem to be winding forever to
get from one end of a hook to
the other – so don’t work that
way. Being so strong has some
issues; pull tight and Nano Silk
Ultra can cut through some
tying materials like a wire
through cheese: foam and
deerhair are specially
vulnerable; I would not use this
thread on these materials. Less
obvious, threads this tough

blunt tying scissors, they
literally take the edge off them.
Cutting by pushing the scissor
blades against thread under
tension helps reduce the effect,
but they still wear. I know one
tyer who solved the issue by
putting his scissors aside, he
uses a scalpel to cut materials
and thread and can replace
blades in seconds.
Nano Silk Ultra comes into its
own on smaller hooks, tying
small and/or more delicate
flies. On a small hook, e.g. #16
and smaller, by comparison my

Subtle, usable and useful colours.
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